GEORGIA’S ENERGY FUTURE
& THE CLEAN ENERGY TRANSITION

The world’s energy systems are undergoing an unprecedented era of rapid transformation:
the transition from a fossil fuel based economy to a clean energy economy is well underway.
Renewable energy costs have declined over 80% in the past 10 years and continue to decline.
Meanwhile, Georgia is not participating. The Ga PSC has
effectively blocked rooftop solar growth. Georgia has less
than 10% of rooftop solar customers that neighbor states
with better policies have.

Source: https://energypost.eu/5-charts-show-the-rapid-fall-in-costs-of-renewable-energy/

And the stakes are high: the earth’s
weather system will destabilize
further without accelerating a
clean energy transition.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR GEORGIA?
NOW

A 21ST CENTURY FUTURE

Ga PSC policy cap on net metering limits rooftop solar to 5,000
Ga Power customers

All customers who wish to participate can do so.

Ga PSC approves every Ga Power request and bills are increasing at
an accelerating pace.

Stop rubber stamping Ga Power rate increases. Southern Company
is earning far above profits of other U.S. utilities.

Ga Power automatically enrolls people in new dwellings onto a punitive
rate plan that raises bills 30-45% and reduces electrification.

Repeal the “smart usage” demand charge rate plan and adopt
rates that encourage electrification, a critical transition away from
oil and gas.

Ga PSC requires no programs that reduce energy waste or
improves efficiency.

Adopt peak time rebates, demand response and energy efficiency
programs to prevent the need to build new power plants, saving
billions of dollars.

Ga PSC requires no grid modernization technologies that
accelerates a clean energy transition.

Smart inverters are an emerging technology that integrates solar
energy into the electric grid that builds deep efficiency and localizes
production.

THESE 21ST CENTURY SOLUTIONS ARE THE PROGRAMS I WILL PURSUE IF ELECTED
Energy expertise is required – I am that person. I have 10 years of experience in environmental advocacy and in
the past 11 years I ran an energy nonprofit focused on consumers and energy.
Current PSC Commissioners have no energy experience, background or career – and it shows.
The 20th Century model of building a large power plant
and making captive customers pay is over. When elected
my focus will be on adopting 21st Century technologies,
providing customers affordable bills, ensuring energy
justice, and meeting consumers values around energy.
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